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FATCA Current Alerts and Other News International Data Exchange under FATCA, to avoid being withheld, foreign financial institutions (FFI) may register with the IRS and agree to report certain information about their accounts in the United States, including accounts of certain foreign entities with
significant U.S. accounts. FFI holders who enter into an agreement with the IRS on the report on the owners of their accounts may be required to withhold 30% of certain payments to foreign payers if such payers do not comply with FATCA Regulations exempting many categories of FFI from registration
and reporting requirements, including most state entities Most non-profit organisations Certain small, local financial institutions Certain financial institutions Certain financial entities FFI's include, but are not limited to, but are not limited to, but are not limited to, but are not limited to, but not limited to, :
Depositary institutions (for example , banks) Custodian institutions (for example, mutual funds) Investment entities (for example, hedge funds or private equity funds) Certain types of insurance companies that have products or annuities of cash value Unless otherwise exempted, FFIs that do not register
and agree to report face 30% tax against the deduction of certain payments from the United States. FFI that registers on the FATCA Registration Website after approval will receive a global intermediary identification number (GIIN) from the Tax Administration, unless FFI is treated as a restricted FFI. FFI
can also be registered on paper, but it is not recommended the website is a secure online web application that provides FATCA paperless registration available from anywhere in the world, 24 hours a day. Visit fatca registration resources for registration instructions, PDF user guide, FAQs, and other useful
tools. Each month, the Tax Administration will publish a list of registered and approved FFIs and their GIIOs. The list of FFIs that have completed registration and received a global intermediary identification number (GIIN) is available using the FFI search tool and download. The FATCA FFI list resource
page uses its GIIN to determine that it is registered and approved for: Withholding agents may rely on a published list of tax authorities or a tool to search and download FFI lists to verify GIIN FFI and have not withheld payments to FFI. The treatment of FFI established in a jurisdiction with an
intergovernmental agreement that is treated as actually may differ from the treatment described above. FFI in such jurisdiction should refer to the applicable intergovernmental agreement. Page Last reviewed or updated: 23-September-2020 This report, which was excerpted and edited by Barron's, was
recently issued by investment and research firms. The reports are a pattern of thinking by analysts; views or Barron's recommendations should not be considered. Some of the report's publishers have provided or are hoping investment banking or other services to companies being analysed. WSFS
Financial WSFS-Nasdaq outperformed/moderate risk prices of $41.22 on Jan. 23 per &amp; Scattergood As WSFS [a Delaware-based banking company] moves in 2020, it must continue to execute the transformation plan it has put forward in late 2018. So far it has successfully closed the
transformational acquisition (Beneficial Bancorp), turned its systems and made most of the cost savings. WSFS must now start generating mid-sized loans that a mid-sized company can in a market of bifurked among super-community banks and super-regional (and cash centers), while also continuing to
run away from the noncore portfolio, which will likely keep net growth muted until at least 2020. In addition, WSFS has decided to accelerate its delivery transformation strategy, which aims to shorten market time for new technological developments, to take advantage of opportunities. Since WSFS has no
appetite for another acquisition of depositary banks in the near future, we doubt it will continue to buy back its own shares in 2020. We are adjusting our earnings per share estimate for 2020 to 2030. In addition, we are introducing our 2021 assessment. We are adjusting our price target to $47 from $47.75
to help you adjust our EPS estimate for 2020. Zions BancorporationZION-Nasdaq Strong Buy Price $49.90 on Jan. 22 by Raymond James We reiterate our strong buy rating on Zions, following the release of fourth-quarter financial results. Sifting noise, the results were slightly weaker than expected.
Operating EPS was in line with our estimate, but net interest income, customer-related fees and operating expenses were missed. However, we are encouraged by the stability of the net interest margin and the bank's ability to reduce deposit costs. We like Zions' positioning, given the attractive, growing
deposit base, the ability to rationalize costs, balance sheet divergence and increased capital levels. As a result, we remain bulls on the shares of Zion. Target price: $59. Louisiana-Pacific LPX-NYSE Price equal weighted $31.88 on Jan. 21 by Stephens We're lowering Louisiana-Pacific to equal weight
from being overweight and maintaining our price target at $32 to reflect our belief that equities are pricing the potential for improved prices for OSB [oriented panel, engineered wood], against the risk that recession fears will slow housing activity in 2020. While we expect L-P to be more disciplined with
capital than it has been in past cycles, expectations are already high and we see more attractive risk reward opportunities elsewhere in materials. Microsoft's MSFT-Nasdaq outperformed the price of $166.59 on Jan. 21 of Evercore ISI More Popular Than Baby Yoda? OK, maybe Baby Yoda has a broader
fan demographic, but even after a huge year in 2019, risk/reward remains positively distorted for Microsoft, and should remain a core software holding in 2020. As we in a Microsoft earnings call on Jan. 29, we expect strong fiscal-second-quarter results as the company remains well positioned to continue
to deliver stable top- and bottom-line growth over the next three to five years, due to the breadth of its cloud portfolio, its growing annuity income base, and its strong balance sheet. Target price: $180. Red Rock Resorts RRR-Nasdaq Price overweight $23.24 on Jan 22 from J.P. Morgan We are bumping
up our year-end goal 2020 to $27, up $3 from our previous target, taking into account a slightly larger - but still reasonable - target over our out-of-year core Ebitda forecast (11 times our target, up 0.5 times). This came after the RRR reported positive fourth-quarter results, which were encouraging. In
particular, its underlying net income in Las Vegas grew 3.9%, year-on-year (mid-year), its highest quarterly growth rate in 2019 and impressive given the heavy comparison of growth related to its performance in the fourth quarter of 2018. We still like the RRR's position in the basic market of Las Vegas
locals, who should experience solid top growth (2% to 3%) and the ability to harvest margin growth. What is probably undervalued in valuation (and probably overshadowed by palms' known challenges for 2019) is [a significant land bank of the company] and a base of non-Ebitd assets, which we think are
likely to be disinvested (sans gaming rights) to reduce the balance sheet leverage. To consider this section, the material should be sent to Research@barrons.com. PurePoint Financial is an online bank suitable for customers who want to maximize their savings with competitive interest rates. It's also a
good fit for people who: Are comfortable banking onlineHave the $10,000 needed to open an AccountExpect to maintain $10,000 or more to ensure the best ratesAre looking to escape monthly maintenance feesIt wouldn't bother to keep your account to check in another bank's Pure FinancialPoint
accounts itself as just an savings bank. As such, they offer only two products: Savings accountsCertificates deposit PurePoint online savings account can boast a competitive 0.40% annual percentage yield (APY) as of September 25, 2020. The only catch is that you have to maintain a minimum balance
of $10,000 to get that rate. Interest is increased daily and paid monthly. There are no minimum requirements for the condition and no monthly maintenance fee, and all PurePoint Financial bank accounts are insured for up to $250,000. Customers can deposit money into PurePoint financial accounts using
verification, bank transfer, bank transfer and mobile deposit. You will not receive ATM cards with this account, so you cannot withdraw your funds in cash. PurePoint Financial also offers deposit certificates (CDs), although their prices on them are not as high as some online-only banks. With CDs, you
agree that your money will be held in the bank for a PurePoint prices vary depending on the length of the term, and each CD requires a minimum balance of $10,000. All interest compounds per day and are paid monthly. PurePoint also offers best rate commitment, promising that customers who finance a
new CD within 10 days of the end of check-in will get the best rate offered during this 10-day period. Here are the rates for PurePoint financial CDs: CD rates term APY % 6 months 0.15% 12 months 0.25% 15 months 0.25% 18 months 0,25% 24 months0.25% 30 Months 0.25% 36 Months 0.25% 48
Months 0.25% 60 Months 0.25% Customers must pay the penalty if they withdraw money before the term. PurePoint charges 181 days of simple interest on the amount to be withdrawed. CDs will be automatically renewed for the same period and interest rate that is in force after maturity, unless the buyer
intervenes. There's a 10-day delay for a change. PurePoint also offers non-penalty CDs, which allow you to withdraw your total balance at any time after seven days of financing without penalty. As with savings accounts and regular CDs, a minimum balance of $10,000 applies. Below are cd rates without
penalty from September 25, 2020. No-Penalty CD Rates Term APY %11 Months 0.15% 13 Months 0.10% 14 Months 0.10% PurePoint Financial offers the following features to enable customers to bank without the need for a physical branch. Online banking: All banking can be done online, including
opening and closing accounts, checking your account balance and transferring money between internal and external accounts. Mobile website: Offers most of the same functionality as a desktop site, along with a mobile deposit to check, and works on most smartphones and tablets. However, PurePoint
does not have a dedicated mobile app. PurePoint can be found online at purepoint.com and can also contact them by calling 1-833-787-3764 between 8 a.m. and 9 p.m., Monday through Friday or by sending a letter. You can also check their frequently asked questions for help or send a secure message
when you're signed in to your account. Accessing your account through PurePoint requires an email address and password. PurePoint advertises industry standard encryption and requires multiple authentication for certain transactions. You'll need a minimum deposit of $10,000 (you'll have an account
and routing number at hand). You'll also need a Social Security number and home address. The final ruling of THE PUREPoint uses is advertised as a bank only for savings and it fulfills that promise. It offers only two products – savings account and CDs – with competitive interest rates. It's easy to
finance an account by connecting to another bank, and banking is done entirely online on the PurePoint page or phone. There are no minimum account balances and maintenance fees, so customers will be able to keep their money and watch it grow. DEFECTS PurePoint does not have many full-service
and service banks. There is no account verification option and no insurance or retirement products. Customers cannot access their cash at an ATM because PurePoint does not have an ATM network or offer debit cards. There is also no dedicated purepoint mobile app. Also, opening an account and



accessing the bank's best interest rates requires a minimum balance of $10,000. Balance requires writers to use primary sources to support their work. This includes white papers, government data, original reporting and interviews with industry experts. We also refer to original research by other reputable
publishers, as appropriate. You can find out more about the standards we follow in the production of accurate, impartial content in our editorial policy . PurePoint Finance. about us. Accessed August 19, 2020. PurePoint Finance. Online savings. Accessed September 25, 2020. PurePoint Finance. A guide
to our savings account. Accessed August 21, 2020. PurePoint Finance. Online CD. Accessed August 21, 2020. PurePoint Finance. Guide to our deposit certificates. Accessed August 21, 2020. PurePoint Finance. CD without penalty. Accessed August 21, 2020. PurePoint Finance. Customer support.
Accessed August 21, 2020. PurePoint Finance. Online security. Accessed August 21, 2020.
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